Agenda for the GLAD steering committee meeting, Gilleleje, Denmark, October 12-13, 2018

(Draft by Henrik, including points mentioned by Elizabeth and Gisle; September 22)

The GLAD A-Z database

1. Contributions: Missing languages, various delays.
2. Lemma selection: How rare is too rare?
3. Anglicism richness: How to secure maximum effort in compilation?
4. Definitions: for ‘non-transparent’ items only?
5. Pronunciation: for ‘localized’ items only?
6. Compounds: Inclusion of all ‘transparent’ items?
7. Hybrids: Inclusion of productive affixes only?
8. Phraseology: label according to function, not form?
9. Etymon harmoni(s/z)ation: US/UK spelling; pre-English etymology?
10. Adaptation: Criteria for ‘unadaptedness’?

The GLAD network as an association

1. What can we expect from the Bergen team (José Luis and Ziyuan), and for how long?
2. Terms of service for steering committee members, and how we are elected.
3. Funding: Joining the COST Action network?
4. Small membership fee in order to weed out inactive ‘members’? (cf. ESIST: https://www.esist.org)
5. Access to each other’s research papers, etc.
6. Making active Anglicism researchers join us (e.g. Saugera; Carlucci).

The GLAD bibliography

1. How to include major existing bibliographies (Görlach 2002, etc.).
2. Creating a database format for easier retrieval of specific titles.

Future GLAD-related events (on our website)

1. ‘General’ conferences: English studies, linguistics, lexicography.
2. Specific conferences: contact linguistics, loanwords, Anglicisms.
3. GLAD meetings: for all members / for A-Z compilers / for the steering committee.